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You’ll enjoy Steven’s best-selling CDs for meditation & inner peace:
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Melissa Phillippe is a professional singer-songwriter
who has opened for Jerry Garcia and Kenny Loggins. She
now has a musical ministry as a licensed Professional
Practitioner with the United Centers for Spiritual Living. She
has 13 albums of original songs, chants and meditations.
(Tracks: 5, 12) ohmygodlife.com

1) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 1)
2) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 2)
3) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 3)
4) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 4)
5) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 5)
6) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 6)
7) Om Zone 432 Hz (Part 7)
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Silvia Nakkach is a Grammy® nominated composer and
chant master. She has dozens of albums that transport the
listener into the heart of devotion. She is on the faculty
of California Institute of Integral Studies (CIIS) and the
founder of Vox Mundi School of the Voice. (Tracks: 1, 3, 7)
SilviaNakkach.com

Steven Halpern

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
charting, multi-platinum selling
recording artist, composer, producer,
researcher, sound healer, and author.
His atmospheric compositions launched a
“Quiet Revolution” in New Age music. His
research, media appearances and writings
helped establish the modern field of sound healing.
Halpern recently celebrated his 45th anniversary (1975-2020) as a
founding father of New Age music, and his DEEP ALPHA was a 2012
Grammy® nominee.
His albums are used in yoga classes, massage therapy centers,
destination spas, hospices, schools, and corporate wellness centers.
He has been a student of yoga since 1967, and has studied with
Charles Muir, Swami Satchidananda, Lilias Folan and Mark Becker,
all of whom recommend Steven’s music for yoga practice and
meditation.
Steven Halpern, Ph.D., is the author of Sound Health (Harper & Row,
1985), Tuning the Human Instrument (1977),
and a free monthly newsletter since 1985.
“I love your music. I always take it
with me when I travel.”
— SWAMI SATCHIDANANDA

Visit StevenHalpernMusic.com and YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

OM Mantras and Sacred Sound Technology
According to the most ancient spiritual traditions of India dating back
over 25,000 years, OM is the “soundless sound” made by the primordial
vibration of the universe. It is considered the basic harmonic building
block of our three-dimensional world. Many leading astrophysicists now
agree that perhaps it is the sound of interstellar hydrogen atoms.
OM is a mantra or non-denominational prayer in itself. When you
listen to OMs, you resonate your biofield with beneficial harmonics.
OM ZONE 432 Hz as a Spiritual Karaoke
I’ve always enjoyed chanting OM after yoga class, in meditation
groups or concerts. But chanting alone at home tends to get boring.
I began my OM ZONE series as my personal karaoke ‘yoga class’.
I wondered if I could feel a difference chanting at 432 Hz vs 440 Hz.
The answer was unequivocally “Yes”!
In the studio, as I listened to Melissa’s vocal during playback, I was
inspired to add a ‘demo’ track of my own. Without warming up, I began
to improvise, amazed at how free my voice felt. Even my harmonic
overtones were clearer than usual.
But the biggest surprise was yet to come. After mixing my duet with
Melissa, we experimented mixing my same performances with Silvia.
From the first notes, all the melodies and harmonies worked perfectly,
even though I was not listening to her when I sang my part.
The odds of that happening without singing with Silvia are quite
astronomical. It was a magical moment of divine orchestration!

SRI YANTRA and the Harmonics of Creation
According to ancient yogis and modern cymatics researchers,
when OM is chanted into a tonoscope, a series of interlacing triangles
is formed as a function of the diminishing harmonics created as we
change the shape of the mouth from O to M.
My understanding of the power and potential of chanting sacred
syllables and words was greatly expanded in 2003 when I connected
with the formerly secret Tamil Siddha tradition brought to the West
by Dr. Pillai. He gave Wayne Dyer the “AH” meditation technique
which Wayne helped popularize in his book Manifest Your Destiny.
Delve deeper at:
PillaiCenter.com			
YouTube.com/
						PillaiCenter

“Steven Halpern’s music is a powerful resource for
anyone looking to deepen his or her experience of yoga.
It provides you with an external healing sound that leads you
gently inward, anchoring you into the moment at hand.”
— BARON BAPTISTE, Baptiste Power Yoga Center, Cambridge MA

